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WELCOME BACK TO OUR QUARTERLY PRINT!
Let us happily guide you on a walk upon our church’s journey with The Compass
This quarter at the Church of San Ysidro, we focused on themes where

We Serve Our Neighbor!
Our brother, Ivan Chavez, has diligently led us into exploring topics such as

exile, humility, teamwork, battles, sin, and servitude.
In our children’s ministry, Kids Alive, Pastor Johnny has been introducing to them and
encouraging CSY’s main culture of

“Give Worship, Get Word, and Go Walk”
Finally, we wouldn’t want to pass this opportunity to recognize some of our church’s
collective accomplishments! We want to continuously express our gratitude towards
the Lord for the opportunities and blessings he has given CSY thus far:
We have proudly been growing in number, with consistent attendance, both in our
weekly gatherings, and our health and wellness program known as, The Race.
CSY has also assembled their Leadership Team and have been devotedly working
together to deliver weekly services that represent our model of simplicity and desire to
walk in the footsteps of Jesus.
As a church we are glad to have you all be a part of our family. Stay tuned to see what
CSY is embarking on next, and we are looking forward to seeing you join us!

A Note From Our Pastor…
Vision: what is it? Well first, let’s explain this: having
dreams are important. Dreams provide a vision where we’d
like to be in an ideal future. Do you have a dream?
Dreams are important because they have a way of getting
us to move. For example, because a little boy envisions
Pastor Johnny Tec
himself as a doctor, he puts himself through about eight years
of medical school. Likewise, when God wanted to get His people to walk a
desert, He simply gave them a dream of a land that flows with milk and honey.
And that is all it took! They walked…and for 40 years straight! That’s the power
of a dream. A church’s dream is called a ‘Vision’. At CSY, this is our dream:

We aspire to be a compass to the people of San Ysidro and its
surrounding communities. We want to guide others to
Walk to Jesus, Walk with Jesus, and Walk Like Jesus
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(Top): Concluding a
wonderful Bible Book Club
Session with a potluck and
good company!
(Left): Pastor Johnny
engaging with the children
at Kids Alive!

Recognizing our
brother Robert for
always to choosing to
Serve Our Neighbors
and others through
his donations with the
San Diego Blood
Bank!
Thank you Robert!!!

(Top): The Race takes on the
beach! Warming up our muscles at
our Imperial Beach Workout!
(Left): Brother Ivan leading CSY
with the Lord’s Supper

Connect w/ CSY

1781 Howard Ave.
San Ysidro, CA 92173

www.pibsy.org
(Go to ‘Menu’, select
‘English’)

CSYChurch@gmail.com

Special Thanks to: Pastor Johnny Tec ● Ivan Chavez ● Nina Reyes ● Ilzeth Tec
`

Find & Share Us
On Facebook!
Church of San Ysidro

Follow Us
On Instagram!
@CSYChurch
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